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Background: In the year of 2000 the artist collective GUN-ladies install a turquoise bunkbed 
in their studio space in Oslo, Norway. In order to maintain an International network. They 
purchase a bunkbed and mix a shade of turquoise paint and brand the object as visually 
recognizable with the intention to reproduce it. They further expand the project by traveling 
and donating several of these turquoise bunkbeds to artist collectives and places such as in 
Spain, Museo Siencio y Arte, Valencia. Riga Noass. Rotterdam Gallery ROM. Finland Turku, 
Nifca. Norway, Stavanger Tou Scene. The GUN ladies regard this project as an art-work and 
social investigation of hospitality as complex social concept. A response to the project is 
written by poet Hal Sirowitz, commenting their intent.  
 
The Misplaced Hammer 
by Hal Sirowitz 
 
You´re welcome to play with my hammer, 
Father said, as long as you return it 
to my toolbox. If you leave it on the floor 
and I trip over it, you´ll realize that hospitality 
can be taken back faster than it was given. 
And if I fall, it may be a long time until I´ll 
let you use that hammer again. I´ll hide it 
where you´ll never find it. It´ll become a memory, 
 

 
 
To explore the framework and model for this artist residency the project donated to Tou 
Scene in Stavanger will be further presented. In 2004 an industrial building and former beer-
brewery became revitalized by local artists and curators successfully establishing the 
building as Contemporary Art and Culture Centre. The turquoise bunk bed was placed at the 
center stage as a symbol at the official opening in 2005. Artists Hanne Rangul and Camilla 
Øyhus representing GUN ladies, perform a stylized act to hand over the key to to local 
manager and host. Turquoise drinks and a piece of round bread were given to director of 
Tou Scene, Per Arne Alstad, representative of the board Nils Henrik Aasheim, minister of 
culture Valgerd Svarstad Haugland and to project manager and host Anne-Marte Eidseth 
Rygh. The project received financial support from Stavanger City Council (which had to be 
reapplied for at the start of every year.)  
 
A designated room on the ground floor was then designed to accommodate the bunkbed, by 
the architects Helen & Hard (represented at the Venice Biennale 2021) Material found in the 
building was used, resirculated and upscaled to equip the 25 m2 room with a garage door 
opening up to a large outdoor industrial area. A separate kitchen and shower shared with 
studio artist on site.  
 



The Art of Hospitality ethos claimed by GUN ladies was presented to the local host as a 
guideline on how to run the project; the accommodation was to be offered to visiting artists 
free of charge but no additional funding was provided. Artists were autonomous in terms of 
how they would spend their time during the residency with no demands of production. The 
host of the project would be a personal contact to the artist guests and the residency should 
remain democratic and artist run and close activity if this premise was broken. There were to 
be no jury or overall administrative management, artists were granted residency in response 
to availability. No formal application needed, a model based on mutual trust between artist 
and artist host. A structure that allowed artists flexibility to overall work schedule. The offer 
was to be open all year around including official holidays such as Christmas. Time frame of 
stay was maximum two weeks to allow a high number of opportunities, artist should be 
allowed to bring family members and collaborative partners. On arrival the artists would be 
invited by the host and introduced to a local artist, establishing connections allowing 
opportunities of extended collaboration and exchange.  
 
ONGOING EXPANSION OF NETWORK 
  
The residency at Tou Scene was later connected to a wider network by the initiative of 
project host organizing memberships with organizations such as Trans Europe Halls and Res 
Artis. Facilitating the opportunity for artists from a global and diverse cultural back ground to 
attend. She also donated bunkbeds and curated extensions to other art collectives by 
traveling to site, setting up the bunk bed, painting and performing the hand-over ceremony. 
These were donations to OZU, Monteleone Sabino in Rome, Italy and Gustavo Alvarez Luego 
in Sierra Nevada, Mexico. The low-cost and minimum administrative model allowed 
adoptions to a broad range of “sister projects” and for the TAOH ethos to thrive in new 
places. 
 
CLOSING DOWN AT TOU SCENE - OPENING UP FOR POTENTIAL CONTINUATION 
 
The project TAOH at Tou Scene maintained for 10 years, during which time the host 
personally received over 500 artists. In 2014 the building was subject to renovation and was 
further institutionalized, artist studios were designed for local artists exclusively and the 
framework and funding for this anarchistic model was simultaneously shut down by the 
preference of another model by juried applications and institutional management. The 
bunkbed was removed from the building and the project closed down.  
 
Even though the project is no longer active at this site the model is open to resurrection by 
new initiators and can potentially be revived remaining true to the original ethos. A potential 
revitalization requires to continue the no jury model and democratic structure. Further for 
new initiators to make contact with previous Art of Hospitality hosts and invite them to hand 
over the baton by arranging a set up a hand-over ceremony in order for personal connection 
and ethics to inform the project in continuity. A potential new TAOH project will require the 
approved shade of turquoise paint by a GUN lady, a ritual hand-over through personal 
connections with a previous host manager and the willingness to explore the concept of 
hospitality through dedicated critical and social practice. 
 
 



SOME OF THE ARTISTS VISITING 2004-2014 
 
Lisbet Bodd and Asle Nilsen (Norway) Josie O Connor (Ireland) Hanna Parr 
(Germany) Frauke Materlik (Holland)Mélanie Platzgummer (Sweden) Ahmed Helmy 
(EGYPT) Celeste Nait (Argentina) Martinka Bobrikova & Oscar de Carmen 
(ES/Berlin) Helen Pritchard (UK) Hillary (Scotland) Agnes Nedregard (N) Jennie 
Thwing (Korea) Audrey Seiler (U.S.A) Gustavo Alvarez (Mexico) Maria Lena 
Sillanpää (Finland) Henrik Hedinge (Sweden) Julie Hoen (Norway) Shi Pratt 
Dancer/choreographer.(India) Emilia Joseffson (Sweden) Nana Oforiatta Ayim 
(Africa) Sam Harris (UK) Emre Balik (Istanbul) Ola Rodrigo (Norway) Eric Dyer 
(U,S.A) Signe Holtsmark (N) and Johannes Dullin (D/USA)Anna Borgman (Denmark) 
Jonas Snijider (Holland)Linda Börnes (Norway) Stephan Takkides (UK) Monica 
Winther (N) Mikel Cumiskey. (U:S:A) Njord Solberg (Norway). Anita Hillestad 
(Norway ) Melissa Moore (U.S.A), Lejla Muhic (Slovenia) Amir Mobed and Mehrdad 
Afsari. (Theran) Ruth Hege Halstensen (Norway) Jazanin Mirzabyki (Iran) Chris 
Wright (UK) Signe Holtsmark and Johannes Dullin (Norway and U.S.A) Nikolowa 
(D/BUL) Franz Rogowski (D), Jorma Spitz (CH), Federico Dimitri (I) and Johanna von 
Gagern (D/USA) Ashleigh Burskey (USA) Ryan Parteka (ICELAND) Michel 
Simonsen (Canada) Winnie (Hong Kong) Anita Hillestad (Norway) Michael Krysl 
(Czech Republic) Nickola Pottinger (Jamaica) Ulrika Bengtsson (Sweden) Michel 
Simonsen (Canada) Dario Kavara (N/Herzegovina) Guttorm Nordbø (Norway) 
Mariela Limerutti (Argentina) John Cunningham (Norway/UK) Dot Howard and Emma 
Benneth-(UK) Triny prada (France) Vik Lai (China) John Pritchard (UK) Natasha 
Wheat (Chigago) Revital Cohen (Israel) Tuur Van Balen (Belgium) Mandra Waback 
(Sweden) Ruth Anderwald and Leonhard Grond (Austria) Gustavo Alvarez Lugo 
(Mexico) Peter and Stefan Mitterer (Norway) Theresa Grimaldi (Italy/UK)Alexander 
Gerner (Germany) Iver Findlay (USA) Marie Nerland (Norway) Adam Geczy 
(Australia) Clare Thornton (UK) and Jan Steinum (Norway) Sylvie Marchand and 
Lionel Camburet (France) August Lisa Newman and Llewyn Maire (U.S.A) Mona 
Saunalathi (Finland) John Bosco Ngendakurio (Africa) Yoshinori Niwa (Japan) 
Joanna Brown (UK) Katerina Trabert (Germany) Sascha Fulscher & Alex Reitch 
(Sweden) Mark Greenwood (UK) Alexia Anastasiadis (South Africa/UK) Ellan Parry 
(UK) Jan Martin Smørdal (Norway) Kurt Johannessen (Norway) May-Irene Aasen 
(Norway) Jade Boyd (Australia) Alexandra Merculewitch (New York) Gillian Wylde 
(UK) Sarangut Chutwongpeti (Thailand) Nicolas Underwood (UK/Italy) Simone 
Kenyon and Neil Callaghan (UK) Loan Tp Hoang (Norway) Jørgen Larsson (Norway) 
Bjørnar Habbestad (Norway) Jørn J. Burmester (Germany) Stine Jørgensen 
(Denmark) Sonja Pregrad (Croatia) Aipotu/ Andreas Siqueland (N) and Anders 
Kjellesvik (Norway). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Photo: Cover of catalogue. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
TOU SCENE STAVANGER, EXTERIOR 
 

 
 
TOU SCENE INTERIOR 
 
 
 



Photo: Yoo Kyong Hong resident artist 2012: Designing a curtain for darkening space, sleep 
interrupted by Northern summer sun. Made from donated textile on site. Title “Jumpstart” 
 

 
 
LINKS- REFERENCE:  
 
THE GUN LADIES, Oslo  http://www.thegunladies.com  
 
HAL SIROWITZ http://www.halsirowitz.com 
 
TOU SCENE, STAVANGER https://www.touofficial.com 
 
RES ARTIS https://resartis.org 
 
TRANS EUROPE HALLS https://teh.net 
 
HELEN & HARD ARCHITECTS https://helenhard.no 
 
OZU- ITALY http://www.ozu.it 
 
MUSGUS -SIERRA NEVADO, MEXICO http://liveaction.se/la-8/artists/gustavo-alvarez-mexico.html 
 
This report was written by former project manager and TAOH residency host at Tou Scene,  
 
Anne-Marte Eidseth Rygh 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 


